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ABSTRACT
Making the right decisions is an essential part of software ecosystem governance. Decisions related to the governance of a software ecosystem can influence the health of the ecosystem and can result in fostering the success or greatly contributing to the failure of the ecosystem. However, very few studies touch upon the decision making of software ecosystem governance. In this paper, we propose decomposing software ecosystem governance into three activities: input or data collection, decision making, and applying actions.

We focus on the decision making activity of software ecosystem governance and review related literature consisted of software ecosystem governance, organizational decision making, and IT governance. Based on the identified studies, we propose a framework for defining the decision making strategies in the governance of software ecosystems. We identify five decision areas for software ecosystem governance and four archetypes describing the way decisions are taken for each decision area. We explain this matrix-based framework by providing examples from existing software ecosystems.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.6.3 [Management of Computing and Information Systems]: Software Management—Software development; H.1.1 [Systems and Information Theory]: General systems theory]; K.6.3 [Software Management]: Software development

General Terms
Theory;Design;Management

Keywords
decision making, software ecosystem governance, software ecosystems

1. INTRODUCTION

Software ecosystems can be very different ranging from e.g. non-profit, community-driven, open for anyone to participate to for-profit, with strict rules on who participates, of proprietary source. This variability can make the study of software ecosystem governance hard. Studying the ecosystem governance can give insights to elements and strategies that constitute a successful and sustainable ecosystem, i.e. a healthy ecosystem.

In this paper we analyze the governance of software ecosystems into three governance activities (as explained in Section 3): (i) input - data collection, where the set of information related to the ecosystem governance is collected, (ii) decision making, where the collected information is processed and a set of actions among a set of alternatives is chosen, and (iii) applying actions, where the decided actions are applied to the ecosystem. In continuation, we focus on the process of making decisions (activity (ii)) in the governance of a software ecosystem and identify it as an important aspect of the ecosystem influencing the (proper) applicability of the ecosystem strategy and governance, affecting the ecosystem health and functioning as a whole. Thus, we propose the study of the governance of software ecosystems through the building of a theoretical model that can provide possibilities to the research community to expand and empirically verify it. To do so, we review the existing software ecosystem governance literature along with the organizational decision making and IT governance and provide a framework for defining the decision making strategies.

Our work serves as means of setting focus on the decision making as an important activity in the governance of ecosystem. This includes making the decision making strategies explicit for software ecosystems, ensuring the alignment of governance aims and decision making strategies, and providing the background for the evolution in the study of software ecosystem governance.

In the following sections we explain the method used for this study (Section 2), provide the background of our study (Section 3), suggest a framework for the decision making in software ecosystems and classify the ecosystems from the literature (Section 4) and conclude our paper (Section 5).

2. METHOD
In this paper, we propose the analysis of ecosystem governance into three main activities whereas decision making is
one of them (see Figure 1). Thus, we propose the study of decision making as means of improving the quality governance and eventually improve the ecosystem health. According to the literature reviews of [19, 3] and additional literature database searches, decision making in software ecosystem governance has not been directly addressed in the literature. Therefore, in this study we examine the governance of software ecosystems in general and expand our literature scope to include fields that study decision making: organizational decision making and IT governance. We extract the identified literature from a set of published mapping studies and literature reviews for each of the fields in parallel with our own knowledge of the fields. For governance in software ecosystems, we use the studies of [19, 3], for the organizational decision making we use the reviews of [24, 20], and for IT strategy we use the review of [6]. The collected literature builds the background of our study and serves as input to our suggested input. We identify the main decision areas the governance of software ecosystem inspired from the ecosystem governance literature and propose a framework for analyzing the decision making models used in an ecosystem based on the background. In continuation we explain the framework by providing examples of existing software ecosystems.

### 3. BACKGROUND

In order to analyze the governance of software ecosystems, we propose the decomposition of governance into three main activities: (i) input - data collection, (ii) decision making, and (iii) applying actions. As shown in Figure 1, these activities are circular with each activity providing input to the next one. In a typical software ecosystem, governance scenario, the governing actors rely on one or more measures and information sources to collect data for the functioning of the ecosystem, or an aspect related to the ecosystem (activity (i)). The collected data serve as input to the decision making structure(s) where data are processed and interpreted to scenarios, the consequences and the probability of these scenarios are assessed, and possible actions towards these scenarios and the consequences of the actions are identified and evaluated in order to conclude to on or more actions (activity (ii)). In continuation, the concluded actions are applied to the ecosystem (activity (iii)). After applying the selected actions, feedback is collected to evaluate the choice of actions and thus start a new governance cycle.

The efficiency of the governance of an ecosystem depends on the quality of each of the activities: The quality of the input activity (i) depends on the extent the data collected are correct, accurate and represent the complete picture. The quality of the decision making activities (ii) depends on the correct processing and scenario translation of the input data and the identification and evaluation of the complete set of actions and consequences. While the quality of the applying action activity (iii) relies on the proper appliance of the actions in regards to the affected parties in the ecosystem and the consequences of the actions.

In this paper, we draw focus on the decision making of software ecosystem governance (activity (ii)) and propose the modeling of the decision making strategies in the governance of software ecosystems as means of setting focus on the decision making as an important activity in the governance, making the decision making strategies explicit for software ecosystems, ensuring the alignment of governance aims and decision making strategies, and providing the background for the evolution in the study of software ecosystem governance.

#### 3.1 Software ecosystems

When looking at the literature on software ecosystems, we note that decision making in ecosystem governance has not been addressed [19, 3]. However there is a number of studies in software ecosystem governance, that are are related to decision making. Baars and Jansen [2] propose a framework to analyze the governance of software ecosystems for individual companies. The framework is consisted of five categories: explicitness of the ecosystem, explicitness of the governance, responsibility, measurement and knowledge sharing.

Jansen et al. [14] propose a model for measuring the degree of openness of a software producing organization. The model lists five areas where the organization can open up examined under three levels: strategic, tactical and operational. One of these areas is governance, where different options for opening up the governance are discussed for the three levels. Jansen and Cusumano [15], based on the two previous papers extract four classification factors for software ecosystems: underpinning technology, (type of) coordinators, extension market and accessibility (of the ecosystem). In continuation, they propose a governance model for the prevention and improvement of the ecosystem health. In this model they distinguish between a software (service) platform and a standard as the types of underpinning technology and a community or private entity for each technology. For the two separations (technologies and underpinning technology and a community or private entity), they propose actions that address each of the Iansiti and Levien health measures: niche creation, productivity, robustness [12]. Wnak et al. [33] apply the above governance model to the Axis Application Development Partner (ADP) ecosystem, a hardware-centric ecosystem with product distribution particularities, and conclude that although the above model is useful in characterizing the governance of ADP, the model needs to be evolve to capture particular aspects of ecosystems like ADP.

Christensen et al. [7] model software ecosystems according to the concept of “software ecosystem architecture” and pro-
pose three structures, one of them being the organizational structure defined as the structure responsible for the ecosystem governance, i.e., the structure that "contains actor and software elements that are related to the governance of the interaction and organization of the elements in the ecosystem". They identify that the important aspects in the organizational structure are: the sets of actor and software elements, the ecosystem boundary, and the interactions and coordination among actors and software elements.

From the above we note two main points: Firstly, software ecosystem literature does not cover decision making while, as we explained in the previous section, we consider it an essential part of ecosystem governance. Secondly, the existing ecosystem governance models have an operational perspective providing direct strategy suggestions. In our view software ecosystems can vary greatly in their structures, e.g., organizational, actor, and software, thus we propose the study of ecosystem governance from an abstract model based on theoretical frameworks rather than empirical deduction.

3.2 Organizational decision making

An organization can be defined as "a consciously coordinated social entity, with a relatively identifiable boundary, that functions on a relatively continuous basis to achieve a common goal or a set of goals" [22]. Organizations are also seen as systems aimed at processing information [21, 28] with one of the purpose of information processing is to make decisions. Decision making in organizations, is a field that has attracted studies from the 1940's. Shollo [24] provides an overview of the literature in organizational decision making. The basic distinction of decisions is between structured or programmed and unstructured or non-programmed decisions [24, 26]. Structured decisions include the use of criteria that are well-defined and measurable while unstructured are more focused on "problem solving" [26]. Simon makes the separation between operational decisions, that tend to be structured and strategic decisions, that tend to be unstructured. Weick [28] proposes the perspective of organizations as information processing systems for reducing information ambiguity.

Rationality in decision making or the rational choice is a concept that is as old as studies on human behavior [20]. March [20] defines rational as the procedure of making a decision (choice) based on four questions: Alternatives: "what actions are possible?", expectations: "what consequences might follow and how likely these consequences are?", preferences: "how valuable are the consequences of each choice?", and decision rule: "how is a choice to be made among alternatives?". Literature shows, however, that people, when making strategic decisions, do not base their choices on rational [25, 20, 8, 17], but use other means like judgment, intuition and negotiation [24, 17, 16, 9, 4].

Thompson [27] identifies two parameters in decision making: goals and means and identified three distinct possibilities: when the goals are clear and the means are unclear, when the goals are unclear and the means are clear, and when both goals and means are unclear.

3.2.1 IT governance

When we look at the IT governance literature, we recognize that decision making plays an important role. Decision making appears as IT decision rights [30], decision loci of control (centralized and decentralized IT governance) [11] and expanded decision making structures studying the bipolar governance systems between management and IT [5]. In this study we are inspired from the work of Weil and Ross [30, 31] that is considered to be the extension of the two prevailing IT governance streams, linking the previous main evolution tracks of IT strategy together [6].

IT governance is mainly focusing on the separation between the business and the IT in a corporation. In this concept, IT is used as means of optimizing the business. Business strategies are not necessarily reflected in the IT decisions. Weil and Ross [30] proposed a framework that models the IT decisions. It is a matrix with five decision domains: IT principles, IT architecture, IT infrastructure strategies, business application needs and IT investments. For each of these domains, the input rights (how is information collected) and decision rights (how are decisions taken) are categorized in six politically inspired archetypes: (i) business monarchy where decisions are taken by the business corpora (CSoOs), (ii) IT monarchy where IT professionals in the corporation make the decisions, (iii) feudal where decision are taken by autonomous business units, (iv) federal where decisions are made from a body of representatives that can be consisted of business units, business processes and IT, (v) IT duopoly where decisions are made from a joint body of IT and at least one business unit and (vi) anarchy.

We identify that IT governance and software ecosystem governance have a wide intersection, however, in order to use IT governance theories in software ecosystems we have to acknowledge the following differences:

*IT - product separation.* In IT governance there is a separation between the IT and the product where in software ecosystem the software is/can be the product itself. The decision about implementing a feature in an ecosystem may be parallelized with the ecosystem platform and other IT - Platform. Information technology for IT governance can be parallelized with the ecosystem platform and other infrastructure. Corporations are using IT to increase productivity and efficiency and produce better and more antagonistic products but also to apply governance processes and strategies. The same functions are represented by the technological platform and possibly other technical infrastructures in software ecosystems.

*Business versus IT and company versus community.* IT strategy is focusing on the alignment of the business and the IT in the governance of organizations, while software

1With the exception of [7] that does not solely focus on modeling ecosystem governance.

2The list of archetypes is from [29]. Variation of this list appear in the [30, 31, 32].
ecosystems are focusing on the alignment between (private) companies and communities.

4. DECISION MAKING FRAMEWORK

In the following section, we propose a framework for defining the decision making strategies applied to an ecosystem for the ecosystem governance. The purpose of this framework is to make explicit and analyze the decision making strategies used in the governance of software ecosystems. The analysis and explicitness of decision making strategies could assist in providing a clear overall governance strategy and uncover possible issues in the existing ecosystem governance actions. For example, if the ecosystem is having issues in a specific decision area, identifying how decisions are made in that area and eventually what actors are responsible for making these decisions could lead to the input model and action model they are using. This would be the first step to address the issue and thus improve the health of the ecosystem.

The ecosystem governance decision making framework consists of five main decision areas that group the main governance decisions of the ecosystem and four archetypes describing how decisions are taken for each of the areas. The framework with examples for existing ecosystems can be seen on Table 1. The main decision areas are:

**Principles:** Decisions under this area address the core principles, general values and main directions of the ecosystem. This area determines the general ecosystem strategy. Decisions here, usually have great influence and are fundamental to the whole ecosystem.

**Actor Interaction:** This area covers decisions related to and affecting the actors of the ecosystem. It might cover decisions on the total number of actors or other characteristics of the actors of the ecosystem should have (e.g. how the ecosystem introduces new actors - openness, accessibility), or how the actors interact with each other, e.g. interaction, coordination, and rules.

**Software Interaction:** Decisions regarding the software interaction and structure of the software component network of the ecosystem. Decisions and actions related to this area include software release management, software architecture of the ecosystem, and other procedures and rules affecting the software build and distributed.

**Platform:** Decisions regarding the technological platform and other common technical infrastructure. Although the technological platform is a software component itself and affects the software interaction, we examine it as a separate decision area since it is a central and important part of the ecosystem coordinating both actor and software interaction to a big extent and providing the possibility to the orchestration. We still have a direct influence on the ecosystem’s health [18]. Decisions on this area include the management of the platform, platform architecture, commercialization of the platform and platform openness (to what extent different actors can be involved in the core development of the platform). Product decision makers need to reason about these attributes when selecting the appropriate platform characteristics for the realization of their product features and product strategy.

**SECO Business and Products:** Decisions concerning the business models of the ecosystem, motivation of the actors and distribution and availability of products. E.g. app-stores strategies, vendor/reseller/value-added reseller strategies, actor involvement and incentives.

For each of the main decision areas, the way decisions are made is characterized by the archetypes below:

**Monarchy:** One actor alone making decisions for a specific decision area. E.g. Apple is the main hardware supplier and orchestrator of the App Store ecosystem, therefore is deciding on SECO principles decisions.

**Collective:** Where decisions are made thought processes involving all the actors, e.g. voting. For example in the Django framework the developers are asked to vote for what new features should be implemented [10].

**Federal:** Where a number of actors are assigned as representatives to take decisions. This is the case with the Apache ecosystem where changes in the Apache server repository (platform) can be done from a specific group of actors, the committers. For normal developers to become committers, they are voted according to their contribution[1]. The same for the Open Design Alliance (ODA) where the founding members can decide to change the way new actors enter the ecosystem [14].

**Anarchy:** Where each actor decides on its own. An example is the World of Warcraft [15] where any actor can create their own app store or the Ruby on Rails ecosystem where anyone can commit to the platform [29].

We note that the decision areas are quite general and abstract and thus an ecosystem might have more than one way of taking decisions (archetypes) for a decision area. For example an ecosystem deciding as a monarchy for a group of actors (possibly with activity of strategic importance) and as a collective or anarchy for another group of actors. The main decision areas might eventually be broken down to subcategories according to the specific parameters of the ecosystem.

5. CONCLUSION

The way a software ecosystem is governed affects the functioning of the ecosystem. Proper governance can increase the health and prosperity of the ecosystem and provide more value for the ecosystem actors. Decision making is an important part of the ecosystem governance: ensuring the explicitness of the decision making in the ecosystem governance and the alignment of the decision making processes with the general ecosystem strategies is an important factor that constitutes the proper ecosystem governance. The literature on the governance of software ecosystems provides us with a number of frameworks for studying ecosystem governance, but do not address the aspect of decision making.

In this study, we use the existing literature of software ecosystem governance and IT governance to create a framework for defining the way governance decisions are made in software ecosystems. We identify five decision areas for software ecosystem governance and four archetypes describing they way decisions are taken for each decision area. We explain
this matrix-based framework by providing examples from existing software ecosystems. The purpose of this framework is to bring focus, make explicit, and analyze the decision making strategies used in the governance of software ecosystems.
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